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Ultrasound
 for more

Philips InnoSight allows you to scan patients in the places  you work, offering 
the clinical confidence that a high resolution, diagnostic scan can provide in the 
exam room, cage side, or hospital. This highly mobile, compact system opens up 
the possibilities for you to use ultrasound more often, with capabilities such as 
veterinary-specific analysis packages, annotations, and tissue-specific presets 
that can help you perform even detailed studies.

Now you have a convenient system with quality Philips broadband transducers 
for scanning that can enhance your clinical confidence and deliver imaging 
where it is needed.
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In the Exam Room. Cage Side. In the Emergency Room. In Surgery. InnoSight 

allows ultrasound to be done when and where you need it. With quick start 

up and tablet interface, the InnoSight is the ultrasound you need.

Advances such as digital beamforming, wideband pulse 
receiver, low-noise/high-resolution ADC, SonoCT, and 
XRES allow users to acquire high-quality images to enhance 
clinical confidence. InnoSight also offers flexibility that allows 
patients to be scanned where care is delivered anywhere in 
the clinic or even cage side.

The intuitive touch user interface makes InnoSight easy to 
learn and you can personalize the system with customizable 
layouts and user-defined presets. 

Sleek and easy to transport, InnoSight’s form takes up very 
little space. It’s simple to dock and undock InnoSight from 
its wall mount and use the kickstand as a convenient carry 
handle. It’s easy to seamlessly communicate results too, with 
PACS connectivity, modality worklist (MWL), DICOM, USB, 
WiFi and casting to monitor capabilities. 

The 11.6-in. glove-compatible touchscreen is easy to use, 
so you can focus on your patient more than on the system.

The InnoSight can be used whenever and wherever you need a diagnosis. 



InnoSight provides access to Philips broadband transducers: 
tightly curved array C8-3, curved array C6-2, linear array L12-4, 
and sector array S4-2

Clinical versatility with Philips 
broadband transducers

A range of Philips transducers 
offers the clinical versatility to keep 
InnoSight in demand, day in and 
day out.

InnoSight is at your side and ready for a full day of scanning where you work. 
Easily move between locations with its convenient handle and kick stand. 
Use the system for high-resolution diagnostic imaging or FAST scans. It’s the 
perfect alternative to a cart-based system.

Exam room to cage  
                and back again

Tissue-specific presets help to obtain high-quality images  
with ease. The configurable layout of  the functional menu 
and programmable function key provide additional flexibility 
for you to use InnoSight the way you like. 

Custom veterinary presets allow for immediate scanning of 
anything from abdomen to cardiac to FAST scans. 

InnoSight for veterinary imaging

• Abdominal
• Cardiac
• Small Parts
• FAST Scan
• ER Scan



Anatomical M-mode

Directional Color Power Angio

InnoSight has capabilities that far exceed what you 
might expect from a system of its size.

Beyond  
        the expected

Anatomical M-mode for cardiology
Up to three simultaneous M-mode traces for 
simultaneous visualization of aortic and mitral 
valve trace to aid in clinical diagnosis. This gives 
you the flexibility to define the location and 
angle of the M-line on the anatomy to get the 
desired M-mode trace.

Trapezoidal imaging for small parts imaging
Access an expanded field of view (FOV) while 
imaging small parts such as thyroid, adrenal, 
or kidney without compromising exceptional 
image quality. 

Directional Color Power Angio (CPA)
This provides directional information to standard 
power angio imaging and is useful for small 
vessel imaging as a substitute for color Doppler.

CW mode
Continuous wave Doppler helps in instances of 
high-velocity flow, such as aortic stenosis, and 
can be used to enhance
diagnostic confidence.

Enhanced needle visualization (ENV)
ENV enhances contrast of the needle for better 
visualization without affecting anatomical 
resolution. With 2D image steer for better 
angulation during needle insertion, ENV allows  
for enhanced visualization during biopsy or 
cystocentesis procedure.

Enhanced needle visualization



Count on us 
as your patients count on you
The value of a Philips ultrasound 
system extends far beyond technology. 
With every InnoSight system, you 
get access to our remote service 
organization, competitive financing, 
and educational tools that help you 
get the most out of your system.*

Always there, always on 
We work as one with your team to keep your InnoSight 
system running smoothly.

Remote service and system exchange model 
maximize efficiency
Easy, rapid technical and clinical support through the remote 
call center enables quick resolution with the help of a Philips 
expert. If needed, your system is seamlessly exchanged, 
letting you focus on what is most important – your patients.

Simple, convenient software self-installation process 
helps maintain peak performance over the entire 
system lifecycle
The self-installation process is a one-button process that 
you can complete at a time that best suits you, maximizing 
system availability and maintaining peak performance 
of your system now and in the future.

Intelligent software architecture provides security 
and peace of mind
Intelligent software architecture is easily optimized, 
maintained, and restored while patient data is kept safe 
and secure.

Training is as important as the system
From the install to ongoing classes, Core Imaging’s highly 
rated install process will ensure you are utilizing the 
InnoSight immediately after delivery. Once the installation 
is complete, our online and educational offerings become 
available for you to enhance your knowledge. Our classes 
allow you to expand your ultrasound knowledge and 
scanning skills to optimize the use of the InnoSight daily.

InnoSight Specifications:

System dimensions
Length 12.58 in
Height 2.45 in
Width 8.79 in
Weight: 5.42 lb

Display 
11.6 in high-resolution display with 
wide viewing angle

Power Management    
Fully charged battery yield approximately 1.5 hour continuous usage
Charging time from empty to full approximately 3 hours

Transducers
C8-3 Tightly Curved Array
C6-2 Curved Array  
L12-4 Linear Array
S4-2 Sector Array

Options
Wall Mount
Shoulder Carry Case

Get in touch with us: 877-908-CORE  www.core-imaging.com
4485 Plainfield Ave. NE, Suite 105, Grand Rapids, MI 49525


